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Dorthy Bright, HappyDesk Inc. Co-Founder, Named President

Sharing-Space-as-a-service (SaaS) software firm, HappyDesk, today announced the
appointment of Co-Founder Dorthy Bright as its new President.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- In its search to bolster its management team, HappyDesk
sought a candidate who could immediately build on the company’s leading position in the shared space
category and accelerate its fast-growing business.

“Dorthy is a true innovator, outstanding leader and possesses a deep knowledge of real estate, as well as the
shared space industry,” said Dale Hersowitz, Co-Founder, HappyDesk. “Her experience makes her an
exceptional fit for this role. We are thrilled that Dorthy is leading our HappyMovement.”

Bright has sustained business success with a career that spans more than 20 years and has its roots in
commercial real estate. She quickly rose through the ranks assuming more responsibility and oversight with
each position.

Prior to joining HappyDesk, Bright served as President of Barrister Executive Suites, the third largest operator
of executive suites in the U.S. with 26 locations throughout Southern California. She honed her management
skills at CommonWealth Partners as Vice President of Asset Management managing a $1billion fund.

“I am excited to be a part of a dynamic team and to deliver a product that is without question transforming the
way shared spaces are accessed and sold,” noted Bright.

When not leading the charge in the shared space category you can find Dorthy, cooking up a gourmet meal,
spiking a volleyball or walking leisurely with her beloved beagle, Winston. She resides in Los Angeles and is a
graduate of Claremont McKenna College.

About HappyDesk
HappyDesk's Sharing-space-as-a-service (Saas) software platform was created with a singular purpose - to
enhance the human connection between shared space providers and seekers. Space providers leverage
HappyDesk’s white label e-commerce, CRM, billing, proposal, door access and marketplace to increase
engagement. The result: providers enjoy satisfied clients, increased revenue and greater efficiencies. Seekers
rely on HappyDesk because of the endless amount of shared space options they can search and reserve. With
hundreds of providers across four continents, direct engagement between provider and end-user has never been
so easy or transparent.
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Contact Information
Andrea Pirrotti
WUN Systems
http://www.wunsystems.com
+1 (203) 255.0850

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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